**SCHOOL UNIFORMS FOR 2020-2021**

Students from every school must wear black, navy blue or khaki pants/skirts/jumpers/shorts. Shirt colors vary among schools; however navy blue will be used district-wide. Shirt choices for each school are:

Calvin Coolidge – Navy, light blue, red, grey, kelly green, black, or white

Charter Oak – Navy, light blue, red or white

Franklin – Navy, red, white, black or light blue

Glen Oak – Navy, white, red, black, green, gold or light blue

Harrison – Kindergarten: Red; First Grade: Royal Blue; Second Grade: Hunter Green; Third Grade: Navy Blue; Fourth Grade: Orange; Fifth Grade: Maroon; Sixth Grade: Light Blue;

Hines – Navy, light blue, red, white, yellow or green

Jamieson – Navy, red, white or light blue

Kellar – Navy, light blue, white or hunter green

Lincoln – Kindergarten: Red; First Grade: Royal Blue; Second Grade: Hunter Green; Third Grade: Navy Blue; Fourth Grade: Orange; Fifth Grade: Maroon; Sixth Grade: Light Blue; Seventh Grade: Gold; Eighth: Black

Lindbergh – Navy, white, hunter green or light blue

Mark Bills – Navy, white, black or light blue

Maude Sanders – Red, white or any shade of blue

Northmoor – Navy, red, white or light blue

Rolling Acres – Navy, white, or red

Roosevelt Magnet – Navy, royal blue, light blue, hunter green, red, white, black or orange

Sterling – Navy, white, maroon or black

Thomas Jefferson – Navy, white or red

Trewyn – Navy, red or black

Von Steuben – Navy, white, black or light blue

Washington – Navy, yellow, white or royal blue

Whittier – Navy, white, hunter green or light blue

**HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS ARE NOT REQUIRED TO WEAR A UNIFORM, HOWEVER MUST FOLLOW THE SCHOOL DRESS CODE AS DEFINED IN THE DISTRICT’S STUDENT HANDBOOK.**